Packaging Experience Days
Komori International Europe, Utrecht, The Netherlands
May 16-17, 2018

Let’s catch up over coffee!
Packaging in Focus during the Packaging Experience days!

To celebrate the arrival of the powerful new Komori Lithrone GX-40 to the Komori
Graphic Centre in Utrecht, Komori is hosting a two day event dedicated to packaging
solutions. Through a series of workshops and presentations on offset, digital and finishing
solutions, you will be able to discover the latest trends in this dynamic sector of the
market.
“Join us for coffee and conversation about productivity and special printing applications to
create added value in the packaging business.”
Komori offers an array of innovative, technology driven solutions tailored to the carton and
packaging markets. For carton converters looking to diversify their business model, and for
commercial printers looking to tap into the packaging market, this will be an ideal
opportunity to see the latest technology in action.
-

-

A well-thought-out theme that complements packaging and packaging solutions
International guest speakers, interactive workshops and live demonstrations
Premium brand-owners, explaining their wishes and needs
Experience the full chain of packaging, from inspiration to finished product
And the launch of the new Komori Lithrone GX-40 in the Komori Graphic Centre

We are pleased to invite you to the Komori Graphic Centre in Utrecht for the Packaging
Experience days on 16 and 17 May 2018.
Register now at www.komori.eu
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_____________________________________________________________________
Program on 16 and 17 May 2018
10:00 - Welcome by Mr. Sagawa, President of Komori International Europe B.V.
10:15 – Introduction Packaging Experience Days
10:30 – Start of the live demonstrations, seminars and workshops
The official program will end at 16:30
_______________________________________________________________________
Live demonstrations and machines presented:
Komori Lithrone GX-640+C – raising packaging to a higher level
The impressive new Lithrone GX40 delivers world-class performance in deluxe packaging
printing. Offering a sheet thickness range from 0.06-1.0 mm, this press provides stable
operation at maximum printing speed of 18,000sph. The Press is equipped with a suite of
innovative technology features, designed to improve quality and throughput.
Komori Lithrone G-540+C – world-class performance from commercial to packaging
Designed with Komori’s dedication to precision manufacturing, the Lithrone G40 ensures
high quality print with unsurpassed productivity. Manufactured with the focus on the
environment, the Lithrone G40 promotes green printing by reducing consumables and
energy usage and lowering the carbon footprint.
Komori Impremia IS29 – brings creativity to carton converting
Komori has advocated the Komori OnDemand concept for many years — the fusion of offset and digital printing to accommodate the evolving print environment. As part of this
initiative, Komori has developed a high-end digital printing system based on the technology
and know-how gained over its decades of manufacturing offset and security printing
presses. The Impremia IS29 is the professional production machine built for today’s
printers.
Highcon Euclid III - – opening doors to countless new opportunities in high value
applications and new markets
The Highcon Euclid III replaces traditional time consuming and expensive setups, with an
in-house controlled digital system, delivering improved responsiveness, intricate design
possibilities enhanced efficiency.
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Apressia CT-137 – sophisticated design combined with easy operation and stringent
safety standards
See the exceptional new Apressia series of postpress equipment. The debut products in
this series are the Apressia CT115/CT137 cutters, offering ease of use and flexibility,
combined with outstanding productivity and cost performance. The sophisticated design
delivers state of the art technologies and robust build quality.
_______________________________________________________________________
For more information:
Peter Minis
Marketing Manager
tel +31 (0)88 177 0707 | e-mail: p.minis@komori.eu | www.komori.eu
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